CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER :
1- He is a -------- friend of mine ; I really can trust him in any circumstances.
A-courteous
B-close
C-closed
D-casual
2- “Cinderella” is one of her favourite -------- .
A-poems
B-novels

C-detective stories D-fairy tales

3- She tried the skirt on, but it -------- fit.
A-wouldn’t
B-shouldn’t

C-hadn’t

D-might not

4- Tom and George celebrated New Year’s Day with Mike and they got drunk : they were not used to
-------- so much.
A-drink
B-drinking
C-have drunk
D-having drunk
5- “Would you, please, read the -------- paragraphs of the text ? ”
A-later
B-both
C-all

D-first two

6- The homeless are dependent -------- the government for food vouchers.
A-to
B-from
C-in
D-on
7- “Your hair is too long ; you should -------- ! ”
A-make it cut
B-to cut it

C-have it cut

D-have to cut it

8- All those -------- I know can speak Spanish.
A-that
B-what

C-whose

D-as

9- He is -------- too sarcastic with her.
A-many
B-much

C-long

D-little

10- -------- the result, you should try.
A-whatever
B-however

C-even though

D-for all

11- It’s useless to speak to him ; it’s not even worth -------- .
A-trying
B-to try
C-to have tried

D-for you to try

12- James Thornsted was -------- to be the doctor of the village.
A-told
B-said
C-to being said

D-being told

13- It’s three years since I -------- you.
A-did meet
B-had met

D-met

C-have met

14- They’ll give us a ring as soon as they -------- the parcel.
A-will receive
B-will have received
C-had received

D-receive

15- I don’t think this subject -------- at our next meeting.
A-is expected raised
B-expects will be raised
C- is expected to be raised
D-is expecting to be raised
16- Is there any reason -------- so loudly ?
A-for him to shout
B-to him shouting

C-he will shout

D-if he has to shout

17- After two long training periods they -------- ready by now.
A-are to be
B-could have been
C-are

D-should be

18- Willy spends a lot of time -------- his own.
A-by
B-to

D-of

C-on

19- It’s by far the best horror film I -------- seen.
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A-have ever

B-had ever

20- Mary’s hair is twice -------- mine.
A-much longer
B-as long as

C-have never

D-had never

C-longer than

D-so much longer than

21- The -------- situation is slowly improving this year.
A-economy
B-economics
C-economic

D-economical

22- Let’s watch the video before discussing it, -------- ?
A-won’t we
B-do we
C-shan’t we

D-shall we

23- I wish I -------- you to work harder : it’s too late now.
A-has forced
B-had forced
C-forced

D-should have forced

24- No sooner had we arrived -------- he started grumbling.
A-than
B-when
C-since

D-that

25- She -------- think before saying such stupid things.
A-had been better to
B-will better if she
C-had better

D-would better

26- Peter remembered -------- in that small town when he was younger.
A-to live
B-to living
C-living

D-he has lived

27- “Don’t prevent him -------- to such music !”
A-by listening
B- with listening

D-to listen

C-from listening

28- “Do you think there will be enough -------- in that box for my pussy cat ? ”
A-area
B-place
C-room
D-distance
29- His mother knew how much Dan -------- an electric guitar so she bought one for Christmas.
A-longed for
B-watched for
C-looked after
D-looked up to
30- “Don’t -------- your time with her.”
A-consume
B-lose

C-get lost with

D-waste

31- My wallet has disappeared : someone must have -------- it while I was in the gymnasium.
A-robbed
B-stolen
C-eloped
D-kidnapped
32- Their brother is a -------- smoker ; he smokes more than two packs of cigarettes a day
A-heavy
B-high
C-big
D-great
33- Richard would love to visit Australia but he hates planes ; he is afraid of -------- .
A-fleas
B-flies
C-fleeing
D-flying
34- Last year we -------- Austria for a couple of days.
A-have been to
B- went to
C-have visited

D-have been visiting

35- You needn’t -------- so much : he will come back sooner or later.
A-worry
B-worrying
C-being worried

D-to be worried

36- Your birthday party was a real success ; I hope you’ll have -------- birthday parties like this one.
A-many more
B-much more
C-very much
D-too more
37- If you -------- Annie to introduce you to her best friend, she -------- accept immediately.
A-had asked/would
B-would ask/will
C-asked/would
D-ask/would
38- You can come with me if you like -------- you don’t say who you are.
A-although
B-though
C-and yet
D-as long as
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39- I promise -------- your secret.
A-to not reveal
B-not to reveal

C-not revealing

D-not having revealed

40- Sam needs a new refrigerator but he will have to -------- the money from the bank to pay for it.
A-own
B- owe
C- lend
D-borrow
41- Because our garden has been neglected for so long, there are lots of -------- .
A-bees
B-trunks
C-moss
D-weeds
42- We were sitting by a -------- : it was so nice to hear the gentle gurgle of the water.
A-bog
B-marsh
C-streamlet
D-pond
43- “Why doesn’t she answer the phone ? ”
“She -------- be away, I suppose. ”
A-must
B-can

C-should

D-ought to

44- They both decided to have a -------- time job to be able to take care of the twins.
A-fully
B-part
C-flexible
D-extra
45- All -------- I know is that nobody will be able to leave tomorrow.
A-which
B-for what
C-∅

D-what

46- To get more people to their show they distributed -------- to all the people in every super-market
and car park of the town.
A-leaves
B-booklets
C-sheets
D-leaflets
47- Nelly usually goes to Rome to -------- inspiration.
A-search
B-seek
C-look at

D-run after

48- I couldn’t answer the question in the text, so I -------- .
A-dropped it
B-left it out
C-let it down

D-put it out

49- Are you upset -------- loosing your job ?
A-from
B-while

C-on

D-about

50- Joe went to prison -------- his wife.
A-from murdering
B-by murdering

C-for murdering

D-to have murdered
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